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Abstract— We consider a secure lossless source coding prob-
lem with a rate-limited helper. In particular, Alice observes
an i.i.d. source Xn and wishes to transmit this source loss-
lessly to Bob at a rate Rx. A helper, say Helen, observes a
correlated source Y n and transmits at a rate Ry to Bob. A
passive eavesdropper can observe the coded output of Alice.
The equivocation ∆ is measured by the conditional entropy
H(Xn|Jx)/n, where Jx is the coded output of Alice. We first
completely characterize the rate-equivocation region forthis
secure source coding model, where we show that Slepian-Wolf
type coding is optimal.

We next study two generalizations of this model and pro-
vide single-letter characterizations for the respective rate-
equivocation regions. In particular, we first consider the case
of a two-sided helper where Alice also has access to the coded
output of Helen. We show that for this case, Slepian-Wolf
type coding is suboptimal and one can further decrease the
information leakage to the eavesdropper by utilizing the side-
information at Alice. We finally generalize this result to the
case when there are both secure and insecure rate-limited links
from Helen and additional uncoded side informationsW n and
Zn available at Bob and Eve, respectively. For this model, we
provide a complete characterization of the rate-equivocation
region when Y n → Xn → (W n, Zn) forms a Markov chain.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The study of information theoretic secrecy was initiated
by Shannon in [1]. Following Shannon’s work, significant
contributions were made by Wyner [2] who established the
rate-equivocation region of a degraded broadcast channel.
Wyner’s result was generalized to the case of a general
broadcast channel by Csiszar and Korner [3]. Recently, there
has been a resurgence of activity in studying multi-terminal
and vector extensions of [2], [3].

In this paper, we investigate a secure transmission problem
from a source coding perspective. In particular, we first
consider a simple setup consisting of four terminals. Ter-
minal 1 (say Alice) observes an i.i.d. sourceXn which it
intends to transmit losslessly to terminal2 (say Bob). A
malicious but passive user (say Eve) gets to observe the
coded output of Alice. In other words, the communication
link between Alice and Bob is assumed to be public, i.e.,
insecure. It is clear that since the malicious user gets the
same information as the legitimate user, there cannot be any
positive secret rate of transmission. On the other hand, if
there is a helper, say Helen, who observes an i.i.d. source
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Y n which is correlated with the sourceXn and transmits
information over a secure rate-limited link to Bob, then one
can aim for creating uncertainty at the eavesdropper (see
Figure11). For the model shown in Figure1, we completely
characterize the rate-equivocation region. From our result, we
observe that the classical achievablity scheme of Ahlswede
and Korner [4] and Wyner [5] for source coding with rate-
limited side information is robust in the presence of a passive
eavesdropper.

Secondly, we consider the model where Alice also has
access to the coded output of Helen and completely charac-
terize the rate-equivocation region. We will call this model
the two-sided helper model (see Figure2). From our result,
we observe that the availability of additional coded side
information at Alice allows her to increase uncertainty of
the source at Eve even though the rate needed by Alice
to transmit the source losslessly to Bob remains the same.
This observation is in contrast to the case of insecure source
coding with side information where providing coded side
information to Alice is of no value [4].

We next generalize the setup of Figure2 to the case when
there are both secure and insecure rate-limited links from
Helen and there is additional side informationWn at Bob
and additional side informationZn at Eve. In particular,
there is a secure link of capacityRsec, whose output is
available at Alice and Bob and an insecure link, of capacity
Rins, whose output is available at all three terminals, i.e.,
at Alice, Bob and Eve (see Figure3). The presence of both
secure and insecure links from Helen can be interpreted as
a source-coding analogue of a degraded broadcast channel
from Helen where Alice and Bob receive both secure and
insecure streamsJsec andJins, whereas, Eve only receives
the insecure streamJins. We characterize the set of achiev-
able quadruples(Rx, Rsec, Rins, ∆) for this model when
Y n → Xn → (Wn, Zn) forms a Markov chain.

We explicitly compute the rate-equivocation region for the
case of one-sided helper and two-sided helper for a pair
of binary symmetric sources. We show that having access
to Helen’s coded output at Alice yields a strictly larger
equivocation than the case of one-sided helper.

II. RELATED WORK

The secure source coding setup shown in Figure1 was
considered in [6] where it was also assumed that Eve has

1In Figures1, 2 and3, secure links are shown by bold lines.
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access to additional correlated side informationZn. Inner
and outer bounds for the rate-equivocation region were pro-
vided for this setup, which do not match in general. The rate-
equivocation region was completely characterized in [6] for
the case when Bob has complete correlated side information
Y n. This result also follows from [7] where a similar three
terminal setup was studied and the maximum uncertainty
at Eve was characterized under the assumption of no rate
constraint in the lossless transmission of the source to Bob.
A similar model was also studied in [8] where Bob intends
to reconstruct bothXn and Y n losslessly. It was shown
that Slepian-Wolf type coding suffices for characterizing the
rate-equivocation region when the eavesdropper does not
have additional correlated side information. This setup was
generalized in [9] to the case when the eavesdropper has
additional side informationZn, and inner and outer bounds
were provided, which do not match in general.

In another related work [10], a multi-receiver secure
broadcasting problem was studied, where Alice intends to
transmit a sourceXn to K legitimate users. Thekth user
has access to anuncoded correlated sourceY n

k , whereY n
k =

Xn ⊕ Bn
k , for k = 1, . . . K, and eavesdropper has access

to Zn, where Zn = Xn ⊕ En, and the noise sequences
(Bn

1 , . . . , Bn
K , En) are mutually independent and also inde-

pendent of the sourceXn. Furthermore, it was assumed that
Alice also has access to(Y n

1 , . . . Y n
K). For sources with such

modulo-additive structure, it was shown that to maximize the
uncertainty at the eavesdropper, Alice cannot do any better
than describing the error sequences(Bn

1 , . . . , Bn
K) to the

legitimate users. Formalizing this idea to the two-sided helper
model shown in Figure2, one can conceive an achievable
scheme which makes use of the common coded information
available at Alice and Bob and only transmits the resulting
error in decodingXn from the common coded output by
using a conditional rate-distortion code. Our results however
hold for general discrete memoryless sources (not necessarily
modulo-additive) and also in the presence of a rate-limited
link from the two-sided helper.

For the model shown in Figure3, when we setRsec =
Rins = 0, i.e., in the absence of Helen, we recover the result
obtained in [7]. Therefore, our result can also be viewed as
a generalization of the result obtained in [7].

By setting Rsec = 0, i.e., in the absence of the secure

rate-limited link, the resulting model is related to the model
considered in [11] where the aim is to generate a secret
key between two terminals via an insecure rate-limited two-
sided helper. In the model studied in this work, the aim
is to securely transmit the sourceXn to Bob. Note that,
whenRsec = 0 andW = φ, both the secret-key generation
capacity [11] and secure transmission rate are zero since Eve
has access to bothJins andJx along withZn. On the other
hand, in the presence of a secure link, i.e., whenRsec > 0,
even whenW = φ, we can still create uncertainty at the
eavesdropper. This is possible since Helen can choose not to
transmit any information on the insecure link and transmit
only a coded description ofY n by using the secure link at the
rateRsec, which plays the role of a secure key. Furthermore,
being correlated with the sourceXn, the coded description
of Y n also permits Alice to lower the rate of transmission
when compared to the case of using an uncorrelated secret
key, in which case Alice must transmit at a rateH(X).

III. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS

In Section4, we present the rate-equivocation region for
the case of one-sided helper. We show that Slepian-Wolf type
coding alone at Alice is optimal for this case. We present
the rate-equivocation region for the case of two-sided helper
in Section5. For the case of two-sided helper, Alice uses
a conditional rate-distortion code to create an auxiliaryU
from the sourceX and the coded outputV received from
Helen. This code construction is reminiscent of lossy-source
coding with two-sided helper [12], [13]. For the case of
lossy source coding, a conditional rate-distortion code isused
where U is selected to satisfy the distortion criterion. On
the other hand, the purpose ofU in secure lossless source
coding is to confuse the eavesdropper. From this result, we
demonstrate the insufficiency of Slepian-Wolf type coding
at Alice by subsequently utilizing the side information at
Alice. This observation is further highlighted in Section6
where we compare the rate-equivocation regions of two-sided
helper and one-sided helper for a pair of binary symmetric
sources. For this example, we show that for allRy > 0, the
information leakage to the eavesdropper for the two-sided
helper is strictly less than the case of one-sided helper. We
finally generalize the result of two-sided helper to the case
when there are both secure and insecure rate-limited links
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from the two-sided helper and additional side informations
W and Z, at Bob and Eve, respectively. The presence of
secure and insecure rate-limited links from Helen can be
viewed as a source-coding analogue of a degraded broadcast
channel from Helen to (Alice, Bob) and Eve. We characterize
the rate-equivocation region for this model when the sources
satisfy the conditionY → X → (W, Z).

IV. ONE-SIDED HELPER

A. System model

We consider the following source coding problem. Alice
observes ann-length source sequenceXn, which is intended
to be transmitted losslessly to Bob. The coded output of Alice
can be observed by the malicious user Eve. Moreover, Helen
observes a correlated sourceY n and there exists a noiseless
rate-limited channel from Helen to Bob. We assume that the
link from Helen to Bob is a secure link and the coded output
of Helen is not observed by Eve (see Figure1). The sources
(Xn, Y n) are generated i.i.d. according top(x, y) where
p(x, y) is defined over the finite product alphabetX × Y.
The aim of Alice is to create maximum uncertainty at Eve
regarding the sourceXn while losslessly transmitting the
source to Bob.

An (n, 2nRx , 2nRy) code for this model consists of an
encoding function at Alice,fx : Xn → {1, . . . , 2nRx}, an
encoding function at Helen,fy : Y n → {1, . . . , 2nRy},
and a decoding function at Bob,g : {1, . . . , 2nRx} ×
{1, . . . , 2nRy} → Xn. The uncertainty about the source
Xn at Eve is measured byH(Xn|fx(Xn))/n. The prob-
ability of error in the reconstruction ofXn at Bob is
defined asPn

e = Pr(g(fx(Xn), fy(Y n)) 6= Xn). A
triple (Rx, Ry, ∆) is achievable if for anyǫ > 0, there
exists a (n, 2nRx , 2nRy) code such thatPn

e ≤ ǫ and
H(Xn|fx(Xn))/n ≥ ∆. We denote the set of all achievable
(Rx, Ry, ∆) rate triples asR1−sided.

B. Result

The main result is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 1: The set of achievable rate triplesR1−sided

for secure source coding with one-sided helper is given as

R1−sided =
{

(Rx, Ry, ∆) : Rx ≥ H(X |V ) (1)

Ry ≥ I(Y ; V ) (2)

∆ ≤ I(X ; V )
}

(3)

where the joint distribution of the involved random variables
is as follows,

p(x, y, v) = p(x, y)p(v|y) (4)

and it suffices to consider such distributions for which|V| ≤
|Y| + 2.

The proof of Theorem1 is omitted here due to space
limitations. It can be found in [14].

We note that inner and outer bounds for source coding
model considered in this section can be obtained from the
results presented in [6] although these bounds do not match
in general. These bounds match when Bob has complete
uncoded side informationY n, i.e., whenRy ≥ H(Y ).

The achievability scheme which yields the rate region
described in Theorem1 is summarized as follows:

1) Helen uses a rate-distortion code to describe the cor-
related sourceY to Bob.

2) Alice performs Slepian-Wolf binning of the sourceX
with respect to the coded side information at Bob.

Therefore, our result shows that the achievable scheme of
Ahlswede, Korner [4] and Wyner [5] is optimal in the
presence of an eavesdropper. Moreover, on dropping the
security constraint, Theorem1 yields the result of [4], [5].

V. TWO-SIDED HELPER

A. System model

We next consider the following generalization of the
model considered in Section4. In this model, Alice also
has access to the coded output of Helen besides the
source sequenceXn (see Figure2). An (n, 2nRx , 2nRy)
code for this model consists of an encoding function at
Alice, fx : Xn × {1, . . . , 2nRy} → {1, . . . , 2nRx}, an
encoding function at Helen,fy : Y n → {1, . . . , 2nRy},
and a decoding function at Bob,g : {1, . . . , 2nRx} ×
{1, . . . , 2nRy} → Xn. The uncertainty about the source
Xn at Eve is measured byH(Xn|fx(Xn))/n. The prob-
ability of error in the reconstruction ofXn at Bob is
defined asPn

e = Pr(g(fx(Xn, fy(Y n)), fy(Y n)) 6= Xn).
A triple (Rx, Ry, ∆) is achievable if for anyǫ > 0,
there exists a(n, 2nRx , 2nRy) code such thatPn

e ≤ ǫ and
H(Xn|fx(Xn))/n ≥ ∆. We denote the set of all achievable
(Rx, Ry, ∆) rate triples asR2−sided.

B. Result

The main result is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2: The set of achievable rate triplesR2−sided



for secure source coding with two-sided helper is given as

R2−sided =
{

(Rx, Ry, ∆) : Rx ≥ H(X |V ) (5)

Ry ≥ I(Y ; V ) (6)

∆ ≤ min(I(X ; V |U), Ry)
}

(7)

where the joint distribution of the involved random variables
is as follows,

p(x, y, v, u) = p(x, y)p(v|y)p(u|x, v) (8)

and it suffices to consider distributions such that|V| ≤ |Y|+2
and |U| ≤ |X ||Y| + 2|X |.

The proof of Theorem2 is given in the Appendix. We
remark here that the proof of the converse for Theorem2
is closely related to the proof of the converse of the rate-
distortion function with a two-sided helper [12], [13], [15].

The achievability scheme which yields the rate region
described in Theorem2 is summarized as follows:

1) Helen uses a rate-distortion code to describe the corre-
lated sourceY to both Bob and Alice through a coded
outputV .

2) Using the coded outputV and the sourceX , Alice
jointly quantizes(X, V ) to an auxiliary random vari-
ableU . She subsequently performs Wyner-Ziv coding,
i.e., bins theU sequences at the rateI(X ; U |V ) such
that Bob can decodeU by using the side-information
V from Helen.

3) Alice also bins the sourceX at a rateH(X |U, V )
so that having access to(U, V ), Bob can correctly
decode the sourceX . The total rate used by Alice is
I(X ; U |V ) + H(X |U, V ) = H(X |V )2.

Therefore, the main difference between the achievability
schemes for Theorems1 and 2 is at the encoding at Alice
and decoding at Bob. Also note that selecting a constantU in
Theorem2 corresponds to Slepian-Wolf type coding at Alice
which resulted in an equivocation ofI(X ; V ) in Theorem1.
We will show in the next section through an example that
the uncertainty about the source at Eve for the case of two-
sided helper can be strictly larger than the case of one-sided
helper and selectingU as a constant is clearly suboptimal.

Besides reflecting the fact that the uncertainty at Eve can
be strictly larger than the case of a one-sided helper, Theorem
2 has another interesting interpretation. If Alice and Helen
can use sufficiently large rates to securely transmit the source
Xn to Bob, then the helper can simply transmit a secret key
of entropyH(X) to both Alice and Bob. Alice can then use
this secret key to losslessly transmit the source to Bob in
perfect secrecy [1]. In other words, whenRx and Ry are
larger thanH(X), one can immediately obtain this result
from Theorem2 by selectingV to be independent of(X, Y )

2This achievability scheme can be alternately interpreted as follows: on
receiving V from Helen, Alice uses a conditional rate-distortion code to
transmitU at a rateI(X; U |V ), whereU is suitably chosen so that Bob
can recoverX usingU andV , andV acts as the common side information
at Alice and Bob.

and uniformly distributed on{1, . . . , |X |}. Finally, selecting
U = X⊕V , we observe thatmin (Ry, I(X ; V |U)) = H(X),
yielding perfect secrecy.

VI. A N EXAMPLE : BINARY SYMMETRIC SOURCES

Before proceeding to further generalizations of Theorems
1 and2, we explicitly evaluate Theorems1 and2 for a pair
of binary sources.

Let X andY be binary sources withX ∼ Ber(1/2), Y ∼
Ber(1/2) and X = Y ⊕ E, whereE ∼ Ber(δ). For this
pair of sources, the region described in Theorem1 can be
completely characterized as,

R1−sided(Ry) =
{

(Rx, ∆) : Rx ≥ h(δ ∗ h−1(1 − Ry))

∆ ≤ 1 − h(δ ∗ h−1(1 − Ry))
}

(9)

and the region in Theorem2 can be completely characterized
as,

R2−sided(Ry) =
{

(Rx, ∆) : Rx ≥ h(δ ∗ h−1(1 − Ry))

∆ ≤ min(Ry, 1)
}

(10)

We start with the derivation of (9). Without loss of gener-
ality, we assume thatRy ≤ H(Y ). Achievability follows by
selectingV = Y ⊕ N , whereN ∼ Ber(α), where

α = h−1(1 − Ry) (11)

whereh(.) is the binary entropy function. Substituting, we
obtain

H(X |V ) = h(δ ∗ h−1(1 − Ry)) (12)

I(X ; V ) = 1 − h(δ ∗ h−1(1 − Ry)) (13)

which completes the achievability. Converse follows by sim-
ple application of Mrs. Gerber’s lemma [16] as follows. Let
us be givenRy ∈ (0, 1). We have

Ry ≥ I(Y ; V ) (14)

= H(Y ) − H(Y |V ) (15)

= 1 − H(Y |V ) (16)

which implies H(Y |V ) ≥ 1 − Ry. Mrs. Gerber’s lemma
states that forX = Y ⊕E, with E ∼ Ber(δ), if H(Y |V ) ≥
β, thenH(X |V ) ≥ h(δ ∗ h−1(β)). We therefore have,

Rx ≥ H(X |V ) (17)

≥ h(δ ∗ h−1(1 − Ry)) (18)

and

∆ ≤ I(X ; V ) (19)

= H(X) − H(X |V ) (20)

= 1 − H(X |V ) (21)

≤ 1 − h(δ ∗ h−1(1 − Ry)) (22)

This completes the converse.
For the case of two-sided helper, we compute the equiv-

ocation∆ as follows. We chooseV asV = Y ⊕ N where
N ∼ Ber(α) as in the case of one-sided helper. We choose



U as,

U = X ⊕ V (23)

We next compute the termI(X ; V |U) as follows,

I(X ; V |U) = I(X ; V |X ⊕ V ) (24)

= H(X, X ⊕ V ) − H(X ⊕ V ) (25)

= H(X) + H(V |X) − H(X ⊕ V ) (26)

= H(X) + H(Y ⊕ N |X)

− H(X ⊕ Y ⊕ N) (27)

= H(X) + H(X ⊕ E ⊕ N |X)

− H(X ⊕ X ⊕ E ⊕ N) (28)

= H(X) (29)

= 1 (30)

and therefore

min(Ry, I(X ; V |U)) = min(Ry, 1) (31)

For the converse part, we also have that

∆ ≤ min(Ry, I(X ; V |U)) (32)

≤ min(Ry, H(X)) (33)

= min(Ry, 1) (34)

The rate from Alice,Rx and the equivocation∆ for the
cases of one-sided and two-sided helper are shown in Figure
4 for the case whenδ = 0.05. For the one-sided helper, we
can observe a trade-off in the amount of information Alice
needs to send versus the uncertainty at Eve. For small values
of Ry, Alice needs to send more information thereby leaking
out more information to Eve. The amount of information
leaked is exactly the information sent by Alice.

On the other hand, for the case of two-sided helper, the
uncertainty at the eavesdropper is always strictly larger than
the uncertainty in the one-sided case. Also note that for this
pair of sources, perfect secrecy is possible for the case of
two-sided helper whenRy ≥ H(Y ) which is not possible
for the case of one-sided helper.

VII. SECURE AND INSECUREL INKS FROM

TWO-SIDED HELPER

A. System model

In this section, we consider a generalization of the model
considered in Section5. We consider the case when there are
two links from Helen (see Figure3). One link of rateRsec is
secure, i.e., the output of this link is available to only Alice
and Bob. The second link of rateRins is public and the
output of this link is available to Alice, Bob and Eve. The
sources(Xn, Y n, Wn, Zn) are generated i.i.d. according
to p(x, y, w, z) = p(x, y)p(w, z|x) where p(x, y, w, z) is
defined over the finite product alphabetX × Y ×W ×Z.

A (n, 2nRx , 2nRsec , 2nRins) code for this model consists of
an encoding function at Helen,fy : Y n → Jsec×Jins, where
|Jsec| ≤ 2nRsec , |Jins| ≤ 2nRins , an encoding function at Al-
ice, fx : Xn×Jsec ×Jins → {1, . . . , 2nRx}, and a decoding
function at Bob,g : {1, . . . , 2nRx}×Jsec×Jins×Wn → Xn.
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Fig. 4. The rate-equivocation region for a pair of binary symmetric sources.

The uncertainty about the sourceXn at Eve is measured
by H(Xn|fx(Xn, Jsec, Jins), Jins, Z

n)/n. The probability
of error in the reconstruction ofXn at Bob is defined
as Pn

e = Pr(g(fx(Xn, Jsec, Jins), Jsec, Jins, W
n) 6= Xn).

A quadruple(Rx, Rsec, Rins, ∆) is achievable if for any
ǫ > 0, there exists a(n, 2nRx , 2nRsec , 2nRins) code such that
Pn

e ≤ ǫ and H(Xn|fx(Xn, Jsec, Jins), Jins, Z
n)/n ≥ ∆.

We denote the set of all achievable(Rx, Rsec, Rins, ∆) rate
quadruples asRW,Z

2−sided.

B. Result

The main result is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 3: The set of achievable rate quadruples

RW,Z
2−sided for secure source coding with secure and insecure

links from a two-sided helper, additional side informationW
at Bob andZ at Eve is given as

RW,Z
2−sided =

{

(Rx, Rsec, Rins, ∆) :

Rx ≥ H(X |V1, V2, W ) (35)

Rsec ≥ I(Y ; V1|W ) (36)

Rins ≥ I(Y ; V2|W, V1) (37)

∆ ≤ min(Rsec, I(X ; V1|U, V2, W ))

+ I(X ; W |U, V2) − I(X ; Z|U, V2)
}

(38)

where the joint distribution of the involved random variables
is as follows,

p(x, y, w, z, v1, v2, u)

= p(x, y)p(w, z|x)p(v1, v2|y)p(u|x, v1, v2) (39)

and it suffices to consider such distributions for which|V1| ≤
|Y|+3, |V2| ≤ |Y|+4 and|U| ≤ |X ||Y|2+7|X ||Y|+12|X |+
2.



The proof of Theorem3 is omitted here due to space
limitations. It can be found in [14].

The achievability scheme which yields the rate region
described in Theorem3 is summarized as follows:

1) Helen first uses the secure link to describe the sourceY
to both Alice and Bob at a rateI(Y ; V1|W ), whereW
plays the role of side information. Subsequently, the
insecure link is used to provide another description
of the correlated sourceY at a rateI(Y ; V2|W, V1),
where (W, V1) plays the role of side information.
Therefore, the key idea is to first use the secure link
to build common randomness at Alice and Bob and
subsequently use this common randomness to send
information over the insecure link at a lower rate.

2) Having access to the coded outputs(V1, V2) from
Helen and the sourceX , Alice jointly quantizes
(X, V1, V2) to an auxiliary random variableU . She
subsequently performs Wyner-Ziv coding, i.e., bins the
U sequences at the rateI(X ; U |V1, V2, W ) such that
Bob can decodeU by usingW and the coded outputs
(V1, V2) from the helper.

3) She also bins the sourceX at a rate
H(X |U, V1, V2, W ) so that having access to
(U, V1, V2, W ), Bob can correctly decode the
source X . The total rate used by Alice is
I(X ; U |V1, V2, W ) + H(X |U, V1, V2, W ) =
H(X |V1, V2, W ).

We note here that using Theorem3, we can recover
Theorem2 by settingRins = 0, and selectingW = Z =
V2 = φ.

The resulting model whenRins = 0 andW = φ, is related
to the model considered in [10], whereK legitimate users
are interested in lossless reconstruction of the sourceX . The
kth legitimate user has access to uncoded correlated side
informationYk, whereY n

k = Xn⊕Bn
k , for k = 1, . . .K, and

eavesdropper has access toZn, whereZn = Xn ⊕En, and
the noise sequences(Bn

1 , . . . , Bn
K , En) are mutually inde-

pendent and also independent of the sourceXn. Furthermore,
it was assumed that Alice also has access to(Y n

1 , . . . Y n
K).

For the case when eavesdropper does not have additional
side information, it was shown in [10] that to maximize the
uncertainty at the eavesdropper, Alice cannot do any better
than describing the error sequences(Bn

1 , . . . , Bn
K) to the

legitimate users. Formalizing this idea to general sources
for our model, this is tantamount to using a conditional
rate-distortion code for transmitting the resulting errorin
decodingXn from the common coded output available at
Alice and Bob.

On settingRsec = 0, the resulting model is similar to
the one considered in [11] although the aim in [11] is to
generate a secret key to be shared by Alice and Bob. On the
other hand, we are interested in the secure transmission of
the sourceX .

If Rsec = Rins = 0, then we recover the result of [7] as
a special case by settingV1 = V2 = φ. Therefore, Theorem
3 can also be viewed as a generalization of the result of [7]
where no rate constraint is imposed on the transmission of

Alice and the goal is to maximize the uncertainty at Eve
while losslessly transmitting the source to Bob.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered several secure source coding
problems. We first provided the characterization of the rate-
equivocation region for a secure source coding problem with
coded side information at the legitimate user. We next gen-
eralized this result for two different models with increasing
complexity. We characterized the rate-equivocation region for
the case of two-sided helper. The value of two-sided coded
side information is emphasized by comparing the respective
equivocations for a pair of binary sources. It is shown for this
example that Slepian-Wolf type coding alone is insufficient
and using our achievable scheme, one attains strictly larger
uncertainty at the eavesdropper than the case of one-sided
helper. We next considered the case when there are both
secure and insecure rate-limited links from the helper and
characterized the rate-equivocation region.

IX. A PPENDIX

A. Proof of Theorem 2

Achievability: Fix the distribution p(x, y, v) =
p(x, y)p(v|y)p(u|x, v).

1) Codebook generation at Helen: From the condi-
tional probability distributionp(v|y) computep(v) =
∑

y p(y)p(v|y). Generate2nI(V ;Y ) codewordsv(l)
independently according to

∏n

i=1 p(vi), where l =
1, . . . , 2nI(V ;Y ).

2) Codebook generation at Alice: From the distribu-
tion p(u|x, v), computep(u). Generate2nI(X,V ;U) se-
quencesu(s) independently according to

∏n

i=1 p(ui),
where s = 1, . . . , 2nI(X,V ;U). Next, bin these se-
quences uniformly into2nI(X;U|V ) bins.
Also, randomly bin thexn sequences into2nH(X|U,V )

bins and index these bins asm = 1, . . . , 2nH(X|U,V ).
3) Encoding at Helen: On observing the sequenceyn,

Helen tries to find a sequencev(l) such that(v(l), yn)
are jointly typical. From rate-distortion theory, we
know that there exists one such sequence. Helen sends
the indexl of the sequencev(l).

4) Encoding at Alice: The key difference from the one-
sided helper case is in the encoding at Alice. On
observing the sequencexn, Alice first finds the bin
index mX in which the sequencexn falls. Alice also
has the sequencev(l) received from Helen. Alice next
finds a sequenceu such that(u, v(l), xn) are jointly
typical. Let the bin index of this resultingu sequence
be sU .
Alice transmits the pair(sU , mX) which is received
by Bob and Eve. The total rate used by Alice is
I(X ; U |V ) + H(X |U, V ) = H(X |V ).

5) Decoding at Bob: On receiving the pair(sU , mX) from
Alice and the indexl from Helen, Bob first searches
the bin sU for a sequencêu such that(û, v(l)) are



jointly typical. This is possible since the number of
u sequences in each auxiliary bin is approximately
2nI(X,V ;U)/2nI(X;U|V ) which is 2nI(U ;V ) and there-
fore with high probability, Bob will be able to obtain
the correctu sequence.
Using the estimateû and v(l), Bob searches for
a unique xn sequence in the binmX such that
(û, v(l), xn) are jointly typical. This is possible since
the number ofxn sequences in each bin is approxi-
mately2nH(X)/2nH(X|U,V ) which is 2nI(U,V ;X).

6) Equivocation:

H(Xn|sU , mX) = H(Xn, mX , sU ) − H(mX , sU )
(40)

= H(Xn) + H(mX , sU |X
n)

− H(mX , sU ) (41)

= H(Xn) + H(sU |X
n)

− H(mX , sU ) (42)

≥ H(Xn) + H(sU |X
n) − H(sU )

− H(mX) (43)

= H(Xn) − H(mX)

− I(sU ; Xn) (44)

≥ H(Xn) − nH(X |U, V )

− I(sU ; Xn) (45)

= nI(X ; U, V ) − I(sU ; Xn) (46)

≥ nI(X ; U, V ) − I(Un; Xn) (47)

≥ nI(X ; U, V ) − nI(U ; X) (48)

= nI(X ; V |U) (49)

≥ n min(I(X ; V |U), Ry) (50)

where (42) follows from the fact thatmX is the bin
index of the sequenceXn, (43) follows from the
fact that conditioning reduces entropy, (45) follows
from the fact thatH(mX) ≤ log(2nH(X|U,V )), (47)
follows from the fact thatsU is the bin index of
the sequenceUn, i.e., sU → Un → Xn forms
a Markov chain and subsequently using the data-
processing inequality. Finally, (50) follows from the
fact that min(I(X ; V |U), Ry) ≤ I(X ; V |U). We
therefore have

∆ ≤ min(I(X ; V |U), Ry) (51)

This completes the achievability part for the case of
two-sided helper.

Converse: Let the output of Helen beJy, and the output
of Alice be denotedJx, i.e.,

Jy = fy(Y n), Jx = fx(Xn, Jy) (52)

First note that, for noiseless reconstruction of the sequence
Xn at the legitimate decoder, we have by Fano’s inequality
[17]

H(Xn|Jx, Jy) ≤ nǫn (53)

We start by obtaining a lower bound onRx as follows

nRx ≥ H(Jx) (54)

≥ H(Jx|Jy) (55)

= H(Xn, Jx|Jy) − H(Xn|Jx, Jy) (56)

≥ H(Xn, Jx|Jy) − nǫn (57)

≥ H(Xn|Jy) − nǫn (58)

=
n

∑

i=1

H(Xi|X
i−1, Jy) − nǫn (59)

=

n
∑

i=1

H(Xi|Vi) − nǫn (60)

= nH(XQ|VQ, Q) − nǫn (61)

= nH(X |V ) − nǫn (62)

where (57) follows by (53). In (60), we have defined

Vi = (Jy, X i−1) (63)

Next, we obtain a lower bound onRy, the rate of Helen,

nRy ≥ H(Jy) (64)

≥ I(Jy; Y n) (65)

=

n
∑

i=1

I(Jy, Y i−1; Yi) (66)

=
n

∑

i=1

I(Jy, Y i−1, X i−1; Yi) (67)

≥

n
∑

i=1

I(Jy, X i−1; Yi) (68)

=

n
∑

i=1

I(Vi; Yi) (69)

= nI(VQ; YQ|Q) (70)

= nI(VQ, Q; YQ) (71)

= nI(V ; Y ) (72)

where (67) follows from the Markov chain

X i−1 → (Jy, Y i−1) → Yi (73)

We will now derive an upper bound on the equivocation rate
of the eavesdropper:

H(Xn|Jx) = H(Xn, Jy|Jx) − H(Jy|X
n, Jx) (74)

= H(Jy|Jx) − H(Jy|X
n, Jx)

+ H(Xn|Jx, Jy) (75)

≤ I(Xn; Jy|Jx) + nǫn (76)

=

n
∑

i=1

I(Xi; Jy|Jx, X i−1) + nǫn (77)

=

n
∑

i=1

I(Xi; Jy, X i−1|Jx, X i−1) + nǫn (78)



=

n
∑

i=1

I(Xi; Vi|Ui) + nǫn (79)

= nI(XQ; VQ|UQ, Q) + nǫn (80)

= nI(XQ; VQ, Q|UQ, Q) + nǫn (81)

= nI(X ; V |U) + nǫn (82)

where (76) follows from (53) and (79) follows by defining

Ui = (Jx, X i−1) (83)

Finally, in going from (60) to (62), from (69) to (72), and
from (79) to (82), we have defined

X = XQ, Y = YQ, (84)

U = (UQ, Q), V = (VQ, Q) (85)

where Q is uniformly distributed on{1, . . . , n} and is
independent of all other random variables.

We also have,

H(Xn|Jx) = H(Xn, Jy|Jx) − H(Jy|X
n, Jx) (86)

= H(Jy|Jx) − H(Jy|X
n, Jx) + H(Xn|Jx, Jy)

(87)

≤ H(Jy|Jx) + nǫn (88)

≤ H(Jy) + nǫn (89)

≤ nRy + nǫn (90)

This together with (82) implies

∆ ≤ min(I(X ; V |U), Ry) (91)

The joint distribution of the involved random variables is as
follows,

pout(x, y, v, u) = p(x, y)p(v|y)pout(u|x, v, y) (92)

Note that in the achievability proof of Theorem2, joint
distributions of the following form are permitted,

pach(x, y, v, u) = p(x, y)p(v|y)pach(u|x, v) (93)

i.e, we have the Markov chain,Y → (X, V ) → U . With
the definition ofV andU as in (63) and (83), these random
variables do not satisfy this Markov chain. This implies that
what we have shown so far is the following,

R2−sided ⊆ Rout (94)

where

Rout =
{

(Rx, Ry, ∆) : Rx ≥ H(X |V ) (95)

Ry ≥ I(Y ; V ) (96)

∆ ≤ min(I(X ; V |U), Ry)
}

(97)

where the joint distribution of the involved random variables
is as given in (92).

However, we observe that the termI(X ; V |U) depends
only on the marginalpout(u|x, v). Similarly, the terms
H(X |V ) andI(X ; V ) depend only on the marginalp(x, v).
We use these observations to show that the regionRout

is the same when it is evaluated using the joint distribu-

tions of the form given in (93). This is clear by noting
that once we are given a distribution of the form given
in (92), we can construct a new distribution of the form
given in (93) with the same rate expressions. Consider any
distributionpout(x, y, v, u) of the form given in (92). Using
pout(x, y, v, u), compute the marginalpout(u|x, v) as,

pout(u|x, v) =

∑

y pout(x, y, u, v)

p(x, v)
(98)

We now construct a distributionpach(x, y, v, u) ∈ Pach as,

pach(x, y, v, u) = p(x, y)p(v|y)pout(u|x, v) (99)

such that the termsI(X ; V |U), H(X |V ) and I(X ; V )
are the same whether they are evaluated according to
pout(x, y, v, u) or according topach(x, y, v, u). Therefore,
we conclude that it suffices to consider input distributions
satisfying the Markov chainY → (X, V ) → U when
evaluatingRout and henceRout = Rach. This completes
the converse part. We remark here that this observation
was useful in obtaining the converse for the rate-distortion
function with common coded side information [12], [13],
[15].
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